Abstract-Ship noise is a major contributor to towed array measurement uncertainties that can lead to large estimation errors. Many approaches ignore this problem, since they rely on inherent narrowband processing to remove these effects. The overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) avaitable is therefore decreased making the signal extraction problem more difficult. In this paper we discuss the development of an adaptive model-based processor (AMBP) for signal enhancement from a set of noisy hydrophone measurements contaminated with tow ship noise. These results provide a solution to the adaptive joint cancellationlsignal enhancement problem. Here we concentrate on the underlying theoretical development demonstrating the relationship between the canceller and model-based signal enhancer.
I. INTRODUCTION
When an array of hydrophones is towed in an ocean environment, the resulting pressure-field measurements are contaminated with noise resulting from a variety of sources. Besides the usual ocean sounds like background ambients and transients, the fact that the array is being towed by a surface ship creates broadband flow and cavitation noise as well as the usual narrowband spectral lines originating from the engine and propellers [1] [2] , Attempts to reduce these noises and interferences rely on the arguments that only narrowband processing is necessary for such tasks as detection, localization and tracking; therefore, much of the "ship noise" is inherently removed anyway and can be ignored. Some, recognizing the detrimental effects of the inherent noise, develop simple filters to mitigate it, but unfortunately this approach can remove the weak signal being sought and therefore might decrease the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [3-41. A well-known and practical approach to solving the signal enhancement and noise cancellation problem is to use a reference sensor, close to the ship, to measure the inherent noise and develop an optimal noise cancelling processor [5]---this is the approach we pursue in this paper. We cast the problem into a model-based framework to develop a joint cancellatiodsignal enhancement solution.
We formulate the probiem as a joint cancellation/signal enhancement problem by first designing an optimal noise canceller and incorporating it into a model-based estimation scheme that also incfudes a far-field target model [4,6]. Here we use weak targets embedded in broadband noise, Next it is shown that solving the joint problem improves the detection performance of the processor significantly, that is, performing the joint cancellatiodsignal enhancement not only enables a more robust processing scheme due its inherent flexibility, but Fig. 1 where we see that the process is characterized by a space-time signal at the tth -sensor of an L-element array in additive white noise as for p, s, 7, the respective measurement, signal and noise at position x and time t . We also assume that there exists a reference signal, r(xe;t), correlated to the noise which can be characterized by an invertible impulse response, H,,+(x,;t), that is, p ( x p ; f ) = s ( q ; t ) + a ( q ; t ) ; ! = l;..,L, H ( x , ; r ) := H i ' ( x l ; t ) . The optimal noise cancelling GIVEN the set of discrete space-time sensor measurements, { p ( x , ; f ) } in additive noise, q(rp; I ) , and reference measurements, { r ( x s ; t ) } correlated to the noise q ( x p ; t ) for t = !,...,hi;
FIND thc best (minimum error variance) estimate of the noise, i ( n s ; t ) , (or equivalently f i ( q ; t ) ) such that the cancelled output, z(x,;t) , is optimal.
The solution to this problem is well-known [6-91 and leads to the optimal cancelling (Wiener) filter given by
in the stationary case or the adaptive least-mean squared (LMS) solution in the nonstationary case [S,6]. Note that the purpose of the cancelling filter is to "shape" the reference signal such that it best approximates q ( x ; t ) , the contaminating noise for removal. 
=~( X F ;~) + [~I ( * E ;~) -H (~; C ) *~( T E ; I ) ]
= s(x!;t)
CIearly when $+TI , z + s , the desired result is obtained.
With this motivation in mind, we construct a GaussMarkov representation of the canceller that will be used in solving the joint problem. Note that this approach is equivalent to compensating for colored noise [6-81. Expanding over the L-elements and using the state-space representation, it is easy to show that the noise canceller can be represented (in general) by the Gauss-Markov ship noise model as (see Fig. 1 )
r(t-l)G(t-l)+ B t ( t -I ) r ( f -l ) + w,(t-1)
r0) = q (t>5(0 + "5 0) We assume that the signal can be characterized by a weak target in the far-field of the array given by for the source parameters: a,, w,, k,, Q,, x, that are the respective amplitude, temporal frequency, wavenumber, bearing angle and initial sensor location. Since the array is being towed, we include the tow speed, v , as well. We can Using the Gauss-Markov representation of the noise, we can re-define the optimal cancellation problem as: GIVEN a set of discrete noisy pressure-field and reference measurements, { p ( t ) , r ( t ) } , t = 1,2,..., N, in additive noise and the Gauss-Markov model of Eq. (61, FIND the best (minimum variance).estimate of the ship noise, i ( t I t) , such that the canceller output, c p (t) = p(t) -ij(t 1 t) = ~( t ) is optimal.
The recursive solution to this problem is given by the MBP (Kalman filter) and shown in Table I ( 
see [6] for details).
Under the gaussian assumptions, this provides an optimal estimator 'for the noise canceHation problem with known signal; however, we must account for the more realistic case of an unknown far-field signal. Next we formulate the underlying joint estimation problem.
ADAPTIVE MODEL-BASED NOISE CANCELLING
In section we use the models developed in the previous section to develop the adaptive model-based processor (AMBP) for solving the joint cancellatiodsignal enhancement problem. We show that by augmenting the cancelling filter into the pressure-field representation that the cancelling operation inherently performs the noise cancellation as part of the usual filtering operation. Adaptivity follows by jointly estimating the target and cancelling filter parameters. Here we note that the cancelling filter and parameters are decoupled in the state-space and can therefore be written directly as
(14)
Next we note that the pressure-field measurement is the superposition of three distinct components: far-field signal, ship generated noise and instrumentation noise given by We have a linear decoupled state-space, but (unfortunately) a nonlinear measurement system requiring a nonlinear processor. This problem can be solved by a parametrically adaptive MBP using the recursive extended Kalman filter (EKF) given in Table I1 for the augmented system The corresponding innovations for the adaptive processor can also be written in terms o f its components as If we decompose the state vector and perform the partitioned operations, then we see immediately that the canceling filter and signal parameters are estimated "jointly" along with the enhanced signal and noise estimates as shown in Table 111 .
To formalize the processor further in terms of our ocean acoustic problem, let us first investigate the predicted measurement in more detail to focus on the actual operations performed. We start with the augmented representation, which is a nonlinear function due to the augmentation of the parameters, that is, = s(t;e)+q(IIt-l)+v(t)
= i ( t ; 6 ) + C t ( t ) & t I t-l)+vt(t.)+v(t)
So we see that the joint parametrically adaptive processor is capable of not only providing the optimal cancelling solution (ij(t I t -1) + q(t>), but also capable of estimating the far-field target signal for optimal enhancement (ecr;6) + s ( r ) ) .
Using the EKF algorithm it is necessary to provide the jacobians for implementation, that is, completing the development of the parametrically adaptive solution to the joint cancellatiodsignal enhancement problem. Next we summarize our results and discuss future efforts.
SUMMARY
In this paper we have developed a solution to the joint cancellatiodsignal enhancement problem using a modelbased approach [6] . Starting with the optimal noise canceller solution we developed the corresponding modelbased solution demonstrating their equivalence for the case where the signal is known c1 priori. Next we developed the solution to the joint problem with the signal unknown, but parameterized as a far-field target. The solution to this problem lead to the parametrically adaptive model-based processor implemented with the (nonlinear) extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm. It was shown how to design the processor for this problem.
Future efforts will be aimed at applying this technique to both simulated and measured hydrophone data. We plan to
